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TEFAF SUPPORTS THE PRINCE CLAUS FUND TO HELP SAVE 

SUDAN’S DIVERSE HERITAGE 

 

Museums become sites for cultural celebrations. Image courtesy of the Prince Claus Fund.  

 

For over a decade TEFAF has supported the Cultural Emergency Response (CER) 

programme run by the Prince Claus Fund, which seeks to protect cultural heritage by 

providing ‘first aid’ to rescue heritage threatened by man-made or natural disasters. The Prince 

Claus Fund supports, connects and celebrates artists and cultural practitioners where cultural 

expression is under pressure. This year, TEFAF and the Prince Claus Fund have worked 

together to support three community museums in Sudan, a country whose internal conflicts 

pose a recurring threat to the country’s rich, cultural heritage.  

 

SAVING SUDAN’S DIVERSE HERITAGE  

The collections in Al Khalifa House in Omdurman, the Al Shaikan Museum in El Obeid, and 

the Darfur Museum in Nyala are unique. The building of Al Khalifa House is itself a cultural 

heritage site, one of the last remaining buildings of the Ottoman period, it contains important 

collections that record the lives of the peoples who helped to form the country and create 

modern Sudan.  

All three museums are home to important artefacts, handicrafts and documents that date back 

to the end of the Ottoman Empire, as well as the founding of the Sudanese nation. The 

museums also have a strong ethnographic component that highlight local cultures and act as 

hubs for educational activities and cultural festivals for refugees in Western Sudan as well as 
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various local communities. The museums encourage community interaction with and 

participation in dance, music, as well as other cultural forms.  

In recent years, clashes between rival nomadic groups, the conflict in the Darfur region, and a 

civil war resulting in the independence of South Sudan have contributed to instability in the 

country and the vulnerability of its cultural institutions.  

The three museums have faced particular challenges: Al Khalifa House experienced the city’s 

invasion by the government opposition group JEM in 2008, and its structure has still not 

recovered. The Al Khalifa House and the Darfur Museum both have structural vulnerabilities 

that pose a security threat and make them susceptible to looting. Recent riots and unrest in El 

Obeid have posed a threat to the third museum, Al Shaikan.  

SUCCESSFUL FIRST STEPS  

NCAM (the National Corporation for Antiquities and Monuments) sought assistance to improve 

security, and to protect and preserve the collections with better storage and display conditions. 

In addition, they requested a training workshop on first aid to cultural heritage for museum staff 

and volunteers from each of the different regions. 

Additional financial support will help secure these three museums and engage their 

communities, so their collections remain an important source of information and pride for 

generations to come.  

 

-Ends- 

Go to www.tefaf.com/press for press releases and high-resolution images 

 

TEFAF Maastricht 

TEFAF Maastricht, the world’s leading art and antiques Fair, is unequalled in the quality of its 

offering, championing the finest art dealers and experts from around the world. TEFAF is a not-

for-profit foundation acting as an expert guide for both private and institutional collectors in a 

global marketplace, which inspires lovers and buyers of art everywhere. The 32nd edition of 

TEFAF Maastricht will be held in the MECC Maastricht from 16 – 24 March 2019. 

TEFAF. Your Art Community. 

 

 

http://www.tefaf.com/press
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Art, more than an Asset 

TEFAF shares its view of art as more than an asset with its principal sponsor, AXA XL Art & 

Lifestyle. Their partnership provides art collectors with unique expertise covering the full range 

of risk prevention, conservation, recovery and restoration, to enable them to maintain their 

collections in the best possible condition. www.axa-art.com 

 

Press Contacts:  

China 

Monique Knapen, monique@chinaconnector.nl, +31 6 192 382 65 

Jessy van de Klundert, jessy@chinaconnector.nl, +31 6 119 187 34 

France/Monaco/Switzerland 

Gaëlle de Bernède, gaelledebernede@gmail.com, +33 17 54 34 680 

Germany 

Britta Fischer, bfpr@brittafischer-pr.com, +49 61 13 00 877 

Italy 

Roberta Barbaro, gestione3@studioesseci.net, +39 04 96 63 499 

Latin America 

Graciela Prosperi, graciela@argentinaculturalservices.nl, +31 6 52 60 0055 

The Netherlands/Belgium/Luxembourg 

Jan Peter Verhagen, jp.verhagen@tefaf.com, +31 20 303 6412 

Spain 

Sonsoles Lumbreras, lumbre.comunicacion@gmail.com, + 34 6 1710 6776 

 

UK/Scandinavia 

Annie McGrath, annie@goldensquared.com, +44 20 7439 2822 

USA 

Magda Grigorian, mg@sharpthink.com, +1 212 8290002 

Austin Durling, ad@sharpthink.com, +1 212 8290002 
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Global 

Diana Cawdell, diana.cawdell@tefaf.com  

Lucy Barry, lucy.barry@tefaf.com   

PRINCIPAL SPONSOR TEFAF MAASTRICHT 

 

 

TEFAF 

Barbara Strozzilaan 201 

1083 HN Amsterdam 

The Netherlands 

+31 20 303 6400 

 

TEFAF New York  

1 Rockefeller Plaza,  

11th Floor,  

New York, NY 10020, 

USA 

+1 646 202 1390 

 

Please visit www.tefaf.com 
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